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a b s t r a c t

Performance analysis and optimization of a thermally regenerative electrochemical refrigerator (TRER)
are investigated based on finite time analysis. The general expressions of some important parameters of
TRER are derived. The c figure of merit considers both the coefficient of performance (COP) and cooling
load rate, which can be seen as a compromise between maximum cooling load rate and maximum COP.
Based on this, the traditional region between both can be divided into two more specific performance
regions that represent two different operating demands. Under the maximum c figure of merit, the
impacts of the cell material's characteristics, heat conductance of heat exchangers, and heat reservoir
temperature ratio on the corresponding cooling load rate and COP are analyzed in detail. Results reveal
that materials with larger isothermal coefficient, specific charging/discharging capacity, lower internal
resistance, and specific heat correspond to higher cooling load rate and extracted COP. Better heat ex-
change performance of the regenerator increases cooling load rate and power input; however, it does not
guarantee a higher corresponding COP. We expect this work to contribute to designing and operating
high performance TRER devices.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Most energy consumption originates from the combustion of
fossil fuels, which are utilized through thermodynamic processes
and cycles. Approximately 15% of all the electricity produced
worldwide involves the use of refrigeration (air conditioning,
freezing, refrigeration, etc.) [1]. Performance limits for thermody-
namic processes and optimization of thermodynamic cycles have
been widely studied. The traditional technology of vapor-
compression refrigeration usually employs polluting or toxic re-
frigerants, such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), that contribute to
ozone depletion and greenhouse effects [2]. Therefore, exploring
alternative technologies for cooling has drawn increasing attention,
such as adsorption refrigeration [3], thermoelectric cooling [4],
magnetic refrigeration [5], and electrochemical refrigeration [6,7].

In the past decades, alternative technologies have been pro-
posed for thermal energy harvesting [8,9], a thermally regenerative
electrochemical cycle (TREC) based on the thermogalvanic effect
_liu@hust.edu.cn (W. Liu).
and temperature dependence of electrode potential has been
constructed: discharging a battery at temperature TH and charging
back at temperature TL [10]. Net energy is produced through the
voltage difference between charging and discharging processes,
and heat is absorbed at higher temperature in the meantime. In
practice, TREC is a Stirling-like cycle. Regenerators have been
adopted to enhance efficiency, which shows 40e50% of the Carnot
limit for high-temperature application [11]. Lee et al. [12] con-
ducted an experiment on an electrochemical system for efficient
and low-cost thermal energy-harvesting, and found that heat-to-
electricity conversion efficiency reaches 5.7% when cycled be-
tween 10 �C and 60 �C.Yang et al. [13] investigated a charging-free
TREC system, where the two electrochemical processes at both low
and high temperatures in a cycle are discharging. In addition, a
membrane-free battery for TREC has been also proposed [14].
Furthermore, Long et al. [15] analyzed the impacts of cell material
and heat exchangers on maximum power extracted and its corre-
sponding efficiency of TREC for harvesting waste heat based on
finite time analysis. Multi-objective optimization of a continuous
TREC for waste heat recovery has been also conducted [16].
Furthermore, Long et al. [17] adopted the TREC to harvest waste
heat from the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), and
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found that the power output of the hybrid system is 6.85%e20.59%
larger than that of the PEMFC subsystem, and the total electrical
efficiency is improved by 2.74%e8.27%.The efficiency of a TREC is
limited by the heat capacity of materials and effectiveness of heat
exchangers.

The thermally regenerative electrochemical refrigerator (TRER),
which is a reverse cycle of the TREC, has also attracted increased
attention [6,7,10]. The TRER system consists of two cells: a hot cell
in contact with hot reservoir (usually the environment), and a cold
cell in contact with cold reservoir (such as the cooling space). Both
cells, where the electrochemical reactions occur, also function as
heat exchangers. The cold cell consumes electricity and absorbs
heat, whereas the hot cell rejects the heat and generates electricity.
After a cycle, the two cells return to their initial state, and mean-
while, additional electricity should be supplied. Compared with
vapor-compression refrigeration, the TRER system does not involve
any moving parts and no noise is produced in the operation
process.

Many studies on the performance analysis and optimization of
the refrigerators have been performed based on various optimi-
zation criteria, such as power input, cooling load rate, coefficient
of performance (COP), exergy output rate, exergetic efficiency, and
entropy generation rate [18e23]. However, for refrigerators, the
minimum power input criterion is not an appropriate optimiza-
tion criterion [24]. Much effort has been dedicated to optimizing
refrigerators under different figure of merits. Velasco et al. [25]
obtained the upper bound of COP, i.e., the CA coefficient of per-
formance, for endoreversible refrigerators. Jim�enez de Cisneros
et al. [26] investigated COP at maximum COP criterion based on
the linear irreversible model. Angulo-Brown et al. [27] proposed
an ecological optimization criterion, E ¼ P�TLs, for finite-time
Carnot heat engine, where P is the power output, TL is the cold
reservoir temperature, and s is the entropy generation rate. Later,
Yan [28] extended it to E ¼ P�T0s, considering the impact of the
environment. Furthermore, the ecological function was extended
by Chen [29] and it has been widely investigated [30e32].
Hern�andez et al. [33] proposed the U figure of merit, indicating a
compromise between energy benefits and losses. By investigating
the COP of refrigerators based on the U figure of merit, De Tom�as
et al. [34] and Hern�andez et al. [35] proposed the upper and lower
bounds of COP. Yan and Chen [36] conducted the optimization
criterion with the target function ε

_Q , where _Q is the cooling load
rate of the refrigerators. This is the c figure of merit for re-
frigerators. It considers both COP and the cooling rate
[21,24,30,37,38]. Taking c as the target function in a low dissipa-
tion model, Wang et al. [24] proposed that the COP at maximum c

was bounded between 0 and ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
9þ 8εC

p � 3Þ=2. Under the con-
ditions of symmetric dissipations, the CA coefficient of
performance may be retrieved. It has also been obtained in
refrigerators with non-isothermal processes [30]. Besides, the c

criterion has also been adopted to analyze microscopic re-
frigerators [39,40].

Most of the aforementioned studies on refrigerators have
focused on obtaining maximum cooling load rate and maximum
COP. However, the objective functions can conflict with each other
because maximum cooling load rate sharply decreases COP,
whereas maximum COP vanishes the cooling load rate. In the
previous literature of the thermally regenerative electrochemical
refrigerator system, the time duration of each process has not been
considered. The c figure of merit considers both the COP and
cooling load rate, which can be seen as a compromise between
maximum cooling load rate andmaximumCOP. This criterion could
offer an alternative insight into performance analysis for actual
thermally regenerative electrochemical refrigerator cycles. In this
study, we systematically investigate TRER performance based on
the finite time analysis, considering the irreversibility of finite-rate
heat transfer and heat leakage. The general expressions of some
important parameters of TRER are derived. The impacts of the cell
material, heat conductance of heat exchangers, and heat reservoir
temperature ratio on the maximum value of c criterion and the
corresponding cooling load rate and COP are analyzed in detail.
Some useful results are drawn that can be helpful for actual
application of TRER devices.
2. Mathematical model

TREC consists of four processes: heating, charging, cooling, and
discharging [15]. The TRER cycle, which is schematically depicted in
Fig. 1(a), can be treated as an inversed cycle of the TREC. To clarify
the thermodynamic, this cycle is also plotted on a temperature-
entropy (T-S) diagram in Fig. 1(b). In process 1e2, the cell is first
charged at a higher voltage at TL, and the entropy of the cell in-
creases through heat absorption from the cooled room during the
electrochemical reaction. The cell is then heated from TL toTH under
an open circuit (OC) condition in process 2e3, thus decreasing the
open circuit voltage. In process 3e4, the cell is discharged at a lower
voltage at TH, and the entropy of the cell decreases through the
ejection of heat into the environment. In the final process (4e1), the
cell is cooled from TH to TL in an open circuit state, thus increasing
open circuit voltage. After a cycle, the cell returns to its initial state.
The negative temperature coefficient of the cell shifts down the
discharging curve at high temperature (TH) below the voltage curve
of charging at low temperature (TL). To drive a TRER device, external
power (W), which is equal to the difference between charging and
discharging energy, should be added as depicted in Fig. 1(c).

The TRER cycle bases on the thermogalvanic effect and tem-
perature dependence of the electrode potential. The isothermal
coefficient for the electrode reaction can be defined as [41].

a ¼
�
vE
vT

�
iso
; (1)

where E is the electrochemical potential of the electrode reaction. a
has opposite signs in charging and discharging processes between
the positive and negative electrodes. In a redox electrochemical
reaction, an isothermal coefficient for the full cell can be defined
when both electrodes are at the same temperature. That is [12].

ac ¼
�
vEþ
vT

�
iso

�
�
vE�
vT

�
iso
: (2)

In a full cell with an electrode reaction SAþne�/SB, the
spontaneous reaction in an isothermal process can be written asP

vjCj ¼ 0, where Cj and vj are the jth chemical involved and its
stoichiometric number, respectively. vj is positive for A and nega-
tive for B. Then the isothermal coefficient can be expressed as

ac ¼
�
vVoc

vT

�
iso

¼
P

vjsj
nF

; (3)

where Voc is the open circuit voltage of the full cell in isothermal
condition, sj is the partial molar entropy of the jth chemical
involved, n is the number of moles of electrons passed per vjmole of
Cj reacted, and F is the Faraday constant. In physical chemistry
theory, it is well known that the extent of the reaction is equal for
all chemicals involved in the reaction, as x¼ (nj�nj0)/vj, where nj0 is
the amount of jth chemical at the initial state, and nj is the amount
of jth chemical at a certain time during the reaction. Therefore, the
entropy change of the charging process at TL is given by



Fig. 1. Schematic diagram (a), T-S diagram (b) and voltage-quantity of electric charge
(c) for TRER.
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DSL ¼
Zf

i

dx
X

vjsj ¼
Zf

i

acnFdx ¼
Zf

i

���ac
���nFdx; (4)

where i and f represent the initial (SA) and final (SB) states,
respectively.

In order to work as a refrigerator, the cell needs to be charged at
TL and discharged at TH. Because ac is nearly constant in the range of
charging and discharging processes, we can apply the approxima-
tion ac ¼ ac, leading to DSL ¼macqc, wherem is the mass of the cell
and qc is the specific charge capacity, mqc is the total amount of
charge transferred in the charging process at TL. Thus, the heat
absorbed from the cooled room during charging process is

QL ¼ TLDSL ¼ macTLqc: (5)

Similarly, the heat rejected into the environment, denoted by
QH, can be expressed as

QH ¼ THDSH ¼ macTHqc: (6)

Furthermore, if we assume that the charging and discharging
processes are constant current processes, then the currents are,
respectively, given by Ich ¼ mqc/tc and Idis ¼ mqc/th, with tc and th
being the durations of the charging and discharging processes. The
total energy lost due to the internal resistances during charging and
discharging processes is

Eloss ¼ I2chRinttc þ I2disRintth ¼ m2q2c Rintð1=th þ 1=tcÞ: (7)

Therefore, the energy input in one cycle can be given by

W ¼ QH � QL þ Eloss: (8)

In addition, based on the heat transfer theory, the heat absorbed
from cooled space and rejected into the environment can be
expressed as

QL ¼ KcðTcs � TLÞtc ¼ macTLqc; (9)

QH ¼ KhðTH � ThsÞth ¼ macTHqc; (10)

where Tcs and Ths are the temperatures of cold and hot reservoirs,
respectively. Kc andKh are the heat conductances of cold and hot
side heat exchangers, respectively, and are given as Kc ¼ UcAc and
Kh¼ UhAh, whereUc and Uh are the overall heat transfer coefficients,
and Ac and Ah are the heat transfer surface areas. According to Eqs.
(9) and (10), the time durations of the heat absorption and rejection
processes are

tc ¼ macTLqc
KcðTcs � TLÞ

; (11)

th ¼ macTHqc
KhðTH � ThsÞ

: (12)

The finite heat transfer through the regenerator during the two
regenerative processes should also be considered. The regenerative
heat loss per cycle, denoted as DQre, is proportional to the tem-
perature difference of the cell as given by Ref. [12].

DQre ¼ mcpð1� hreÞðTH � TLÞ; (13)

where cp is the specific heat of the cell and hre is the effectiveness of
the regenerator. In addition, compared to the two isothermal pro-
cesses, the time required by the regenerative processes is not



Fig. 2. Cooling rate, COP, and c figure of merit as functions of charging and discharging
temperature ratio for different heat leakage coefficients, where
ac ¼ 0.015 V K�1,qc ¼ 20mA hg�1, cp ¼ 1.5kJ kg�1 K�1, Rint ¼ 0.01 U,
m ¼ 0.05 kg,Kh ¼ Kc ¼ 70 W K�1, Ths ¼ 293.15 K,Tcs ¼ 283.15 K,b ¼ 0.05 s K�1, and
hre ¼ 0.6.
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negligible. It is assumed to be proportional to the temperature
difference of working fluid. Thus [42,43].

tre ¼ b1ðTH � TLÞ þ b2ðTH � TLÞ ¼ bðTH � TLÞ; (14)

where b1 and b2 are the proportionality constants in regenerative
processes 2e3 and 4e1, respectively. They depend on the property
of regenerative material, but are independent of temperature dif-
ferences. We denote b ¼ b1þb2. Therefore, the total duration of a
cycle can be written as t ¼ thþtcþtre.

In reality, heat leakage per cycle is usually a proportion between
the hot and cold reservoirs, and it is considered by Ref. [44].

Qleak ¼ KlðThs � TcsÞt; (15)

where Kl is the heat leakage coefficient. It is clear that heat leakage
does not affect power input. Power input (P), cooling load rate (R),
and COP (ε) are then

P ¼ QH � QL þ Eloss
th þ tc þ tre

; (16)

R ¼ QL � DQre � I2chRinttc � Qleak

th þ tc þ tre
; (17)

ε ¼ QL � DQre � I2chRinttc � Qleak

QH � QL þ Eloss
: (18)

Based on the aforementioned equations, power input (P), cool-
ing load rate (R), and COP (ε) of a TRER can be rewritten as

P ¼
acðTH � TLÞ þ Rint

�
KcðTcs�TLÞ

acTL
þ KhðTH�ThsÞ

acTH

�

acTL
KcðTcs�TLÞ þ

acTH
KhðTH�ThsÞ þ

b
mqc

ðTH � TLÞ
(19)

R ¼
acTL � cp

qc
ð1� hreÞðTH � TLÞ � Rint

KcðTcs�TLÞ
acTL

acTL
KcðTcs�TLÞ þ

acTH
KhðTH�ThsÞ þ

b
mqc

ðTH � TLÞ
� KlðThs � TcsÞ

(20)

ε¼

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

acTL�
cp
qc

ð1�hreÞðTH � TLÞ�Rint
KcðTcs� TLÞ

acTL

acðTH � TLÞþRint

�
KcðTcs�TLÞ

acTL
þKhðTH �ThsÞ

acTH

�

�KlðThs�TcsÞ
acTL

KcðTcs�TLÞ
þ acTH
KhðTH �ThsÞ

þ b

mqc
ðTH � TLÞ

acðTH �TLÞþRint

�
KcðTcs� TLÞ

acTL
þKhðTH � ThsÞ

acTH

�

(21)

Furthermore, the c figure of merit, which considers both the
cooling rate and COP, can be defined as

c ¼ R$ε (22)

From Eqs. (19)e(21), a larger internal resistance leads to rapidly
increasing power input (P), thus decreasing cooling rate (R) and
COP (ε). Ignoring the effect of internal resistance, for prescribed
heat reservoirs and charging and discharging temperatures, a larger
isothermal coefficient and specific charging/discharging capacity
leads to higher cooling load rate and power input. Better perfor-
mance of heat exchangers results in less power input and more
cooling load rate. The specific heat of the cell and effectiveness of
the regenerator have no impact on power input; however, they
affect the cooling load rate and COP. Furthermore, a lower heat
leakage coefficient contributes to higher cooling rate and COP.
However, power input does not vary with increasing or decreasing
heat leakage coefficient.

3. Optimal operating regions for TRER

For prescribed cell materials and heat reservoirs, it is clearly
seen from Eqs. (20)e(22) that the cooling load rate (R), COP (ε), and
c figure of merit are impacted by discharging temperature (TH) and
charging temperature (TL). Thus, we can generate the curves of the
cooling load rate, COP, and c criterion of a TRER versus the ratio of
charging and discharging temperature (denoted as x ¼ TL/TH), as
depicted in Fig. 2. With the absence of heat leakage between heat
reservoirs, COP increases dramatically with an increasing ratio of
charging and discharging temperature (x), whereas the cooling load
rate and c function both exhibit maximum values. When the heat
leakage is considered, the curve of COP becomes convex, and also
achieves amaximumvalue. The three maximumvalues all decrease
due to the presence of heat leakage. There exists an optimal
charging and discharging temperature ratio that corresponds to the
maximum cooling load rate (Rmax ¼ 146.99 W), maximum COP
(εmax ¼ 2.42), and maximum c figure of merit function
(cmax ¼ 209.01 W), which are denoted as xmax,R ¼ 0.921,
xmax,ε ¼ 0.941, and xmax,c ¼ 0.933, respectively. Furthermore, we
have xmax,R<xmax,c<xmax,ε.

We can also obtain the cooling load rate and c function versus
COP characteristics, as shown in Fig. 3. When heat leakage is absent,
the curves of R�ε and c�ε are convex, whereas the curves become
loop-shaped when heat leakage is considered. In addition, the
presence of heat leakage reduces the COPs (εR andεc) that corre-
spond to the maximum cooling rate (Rmax) and maximum c figure
of merit function (cmax), respectively. For given parameters, we
have εR<εc<εmax. Fig. 4 illustrates that the c figure of merit is also a
loop-shaped function of cooling load rate. The curve of c�R is al-
ways loop-shaped regardless of whether heat leakage is consid-
ered. Similarly, the presence of an imperfect regenerator reduces
the cooling rate (Rc) that corresponds to the maximum c criterion
function (cmax). For given parameters, we have R

ε
<Rc<Rmax and

cε<cR<cmax.
In general for a refrigerator, it is always preferable to obtain a

cooling load rate and COP as large as possible for a given series of



Fig. 3. Curves for cooling rate and c criterion varying with COP for different heat
leakage coefficients. Values of given parameters ac, qc, cp, Rint, m, b, hre, Kh, Kc, Ths, and
Tcs are the same as those used in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Curves of c objective function varying with cooling rate for different heat
leakage coefficient and effectiveness of regenerator. Values of given parameters ac, qc,
cp, Rint, m, b, hre, Kh, Kc, Ths, and Tcs are the same as those used in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Variation of maximum c figure of merit function and corresponding cooling load
rate andCOPwith cell isothermal coefficients,whereqc¼ 20mAhg�1,cp¼1.5 kJ kg�1 K�1,
Rint ¼ 0.01 U, Kh ¼ Kc ¼ 70 W K�1, Ths ¼ 293.15 K, and Tcs ¼ 283.15 K.
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other parameters. However, according to Figs. 2e4, the larger
cooling rate leads to a lower COP, and the larger COP leads to a
vanishing cooling load rate. The c figure of merit is the product of
cooling load rate and COP, and thus it considers both as two
important parameters (the cooling load rate and COP), which one
most concerns. We can trade it as a compromise between the
cooling load rate and COP. Therefore, the traditional performance
region between maximum cooling rate and maximum COP can be
divided into two more specific performance regions (the region
between maximum cooling load rate and maximum c, and the
region between maximum c and maximum COP). These two per-
formance regions represent two different operating demands.

If the main demand is more for cooling load rate, and energy
savings is not as important, it is more reasonable for TRER to
operate between the performance of maximum cooling load rate
and maximum c figure of merit. In this case, the optimal operating
performance of TRER and the ratio of charging and discharging
temperature should be situated in

Rc <R<Rmax; εR < ε< εc; xmax;R < x< xmax;c: (23)

In this region, the cooling load rate decreases with increasing
COP, whereas the c criterion increases with increasing COP and
decreases with increasing cooling load rate as depicted in Figs. 3
and 4.

If the main demand is energy savings, but the cooling load rate
should also be considered, it is more reasonable for TRER to operate
between the performance of the maximum c criterion and
maximum COP. Therefore, the optimal operating performance of
TRER and the ratio of charging and discharging temperature should
be situated in

Rε <R<Rc; εc < ε< εmax; xmax;c < x< xmax;ε: (24)

In this region, both the cooling load rate and c criterion decrease
with increasing COP. However, the c criterion increases with
increasing cooling load rate as depicted in Figs. 3 and 4.

4. Performance analysis under c figure of merit

As mentioned above, the c criterion considers both cooling load
rate and COP. Based on the c figure of merit, the traditional per-
formance region between maximum cooling load rate and
maximum COP can be divided into two more specific performance
regions. Therefore, the performance of TRER at the c criterion
should be studied.

In order to investigate the optimal performance of TRER at the
maximum c figure of merit, we can maximize the c objective
function with respect to the charging and discharging tempera-
tures, and then optimize it by allowing vc/vTH ¼ 0 and vc/vTL ¼ 0,
thus obtaining the maximum value of c and the corresponding
cooling load rate and COP. However, the equations vc/vTH ¼ 0 and
vc/vTL ¼ 0 for TH and TL are transcendental and cannot be solved
analytically. In this section, numerical studies are investigated
systematically in order to study the impacts of the cell materials,
heat conductance of heat exchangers, and temperature ratio of heat
reservoirs on TRER performance under the maximum c criterion.
Here, we setm¼ 0.05 kg , b¼ 0.05sK�1, hre¼ 0.6, and Kl¼ 0.5WK�1.

4.1. Impact of cell material

Based on Eqs. (20)e(22), the cell materials that affect the c

criterion performance of TRER are the isothermal coefficient, spe-
cific heat, specific charging/discharging capacity, and its internal
resistance. Their impacts on the maximum c figure of merit and its
corresponding cooling load rate and COP are depicted in Figs. 5e8
and listed in Table 1. As shown in Fig. 5, the maximum value of c



Fig. 6. Curves of maximum c criterion function and corresponding cooling load rate
and COP with heat specific, where ac ¼ 0.015 V K�1, qc ¼ 20mA hg�1,Rint ¼ 0.01 U,
Kh ¼ Kc ¼ 70 W K�1, Ths ¼ 293.15 K, and Tcs ¼ 283.15 K.

Fig. 7. Maximum c criterion function and corresponding cooling load rate and COP as a
function of specific charging/discharging capacity, where
ac ¼ 0.015 V K�1,cp ¼ 1.5 kJ kg�1 K�1, Rint ¼ 0.01 U, Kh ¼ Kc ¼ 70 W K�1, Ths ¼ 293.15 K,
and Tcs ¼ 283.15 K.

Fig. 8. Variation of maximum c figure of merit and corresponding cooling load rate
and COP with internal resistance, where ac ¼ 0.015VK�1,cp ¼ 1.5kJ kg�1 K�1,
qc ¼ 20mA hg�1, Kh ¼ Kc ¼ 70 W K�1, Ths ¼ 293.15 K, and Tcs ¼ 283.15 K.
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and its corresponding cooling load rate (Rc) and COP (εc) increase
with increasing isothermal coefficient monotonously. When the
isothermal coefficient is smaller than 0.04 V K�1, COP at the
maximum c criterion increases rapidly with increasing isothermal
coefficient, reaches 44.6e88.3% of the maximum COP. When the
isothermal coefficient is larger than 0.04 V K�1, COP at the
maximum c criterion exerts a maximum as 2.32 and then decreases
slightly, although the maximum c criterion and its corresponding
cooling load rate still increase. There exists an optimal isothermal
coefficient as 0.0918 V K�1 that leads to a maximum COP under the
maximum c criterion.

Specific heat presents no impact on the power input of TRER;
however, it has a significant impact on the value of c under the
maximum c criterion and its corresponding cooling load rate and
COP, which decreasemonotonously with increasing specific heat, as
depicted in Fig. 6 and Table 1. The impacts of the specific charging/
discharging capacity on the maximum c figure of merit and its
corresponding cooling load rate and COP are presented in Fig. 7 and
Table 1. When the specific charging/discharging capacity is larger
than 41.7 mA hg�1, COP at the maximum c criterion remains stable
as 1.286, whereas the maximum c figure of merit and corre-
sponding cooling load rate still increase, but rather slowly. There
also exists a minimum specific charging/discharging capacity as
41.7 mA hg�1 that leads to maximum COP at maximum c criterion
condition. Fig. 8 demonstrates that the maximum c figure of merit
and the corresponding cooling load rate and COP all decrease
sharply with increasing internal resistance. It can also be clearly
seen that the cooling load rate and COP at maximum c criterion
nearly vanish when the internal resistance is larger than 0.05mU.

According to the aforementioned analysis, materials with larger
isothermal coefficient and specific charging/discharging capacity,
lower internal resistance, and specific heat contribute to a better
trade-off performance of TRER. The above analysis can serve as a
guide for selecting appropriate cell materials for real TRERs.

4.2. Impact of heat exchangers

Based on Eqs. (20)e(22), one of characteristics that impact the
performance of TRER are the heat conductance of cold and hot side
heat exchangers, whose impacts on the cooling load rate and COP
under the maximum c criterion are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. As
shown in Fig. 9 and Table 2, in the discharging processes, the
maximum c figure of merit and its corresponding cooling load rate
all increase with increasing heat conductance (Kh) of the hot side
heat exchangers. The corresponding cooling load rate achieves a
maximum value as 93.2 W when Kh ¼ 380 W K�1 and then satu-
rates, whereas the corresponding COP first increases rapidly with
increasing heat conductance (Kh) of the heat exchangers, achieves a
maximum as 1.27 and then decreases, but rather slowly. There
exists an optimal value of heat conductance (Kh) as 40 W K�1 that
leads to amaximumCOP under themaximum c criterion condition.
In the charging processes, when heat conductance (Kc) of the cold
side heat exchangers is larger than 180 W K�1, the maximum c

figure of merit and its corresponding cooling load rate increase
slowly, whereas the corresponding COP achieves a maximum as
1.27 and remains stable.

Therefore, higher performance of the heat exchangers increases
the cooling load rate and c function under the maximum c figure of
merit, but it does not guarantee a higher COP. Furthermore, larger
regenerative duration (b) implies a longer interval in the regener-
ator, which leads to better heat exchange performance of the
regenerator in reality, and thereby increases the cooling load rate
and power input. However, it decreases COP. The efficiency of
regenerator (hre) has no impact on power input, but it significantly
increases the cooling load rate and COP.



Table 1
Performance comparisons under different optimization criterion.

Parameters of cell materials Cooling load rate under maximum c criterion (Rc) compared
to the maximum cooling load rate criterion (Rmax)

COP under maximum c criterion (εc) compared to maximum
COP criterion (εmax)

Isothermal coefficient ac 53.5%e84.8% 44.6%e88.3%
Specific heat cp 45.3%e63.2% 52.8%e64.8%
Specific charging/discharging capacity qc 45.1%e70.7% 53.4%e71.1%
Internal resistance Rint 52.1%e64.3% 52.2%e72.9%

Fig. 9. Curves of maximum c criterion function and corresponding cooling load rate
and COP with respect to heat conductance on hot reservoir side, where
ac ¼ 0.015 V K�1,cp ¼ 1.5 kJ kg�1 K�1, qc ¼ 20 mA hg�1, Rint ¼ 0.01 U, Kc ¼ 70 W K�1,
Ths ¼ 293.15 K, and Tcs ¼ 283.15 K.

Fig. 10. Maximum c criterion function and corresponding cooling load rate and COP as
a function of heat conductance on cold side heat exchangers, where
ac ¼ 0.015 V K�1,cp ¼ 1.5kJ kg�1 K�1, qc ¼ 20 mA hg�1,Rint ¼ 0.01 U, Kc ¼ 70 W K�1,
Ths ¼ 293.15 K, and Tcs ¼ 283.15 K.

Table 2
Performance comparisons under different optimization criterion.

Heat conductance of heat exchangers Cooling load rate under m
to maximum cooling load

Heat conductance of the hot side heat exchangers Kh 42.7%e88.5%
Heat conductance of the cold side heat exchangers Kc 51.2%e56.8%
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4.3. Impact of temperature ratio of heat reservoirs

The impact of the heat reservoir temperature ratio (Tcs/Ths) on
the maximum c criterion function and corresponding cooling load
rate and COP is depicted in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the maximum
value of c and corresponding COP both increase dramatically with
increasing temperature ratio of heat reservoirs (Tcs/Ths). The cooling
load rate first increases with increasing temperature ratio, achieves
a maximum value as 87.3 W at higher temperature ratio Tcs/Ths as
0.91; thereafter, it decreases. There exists an optimal value of heat
reservoir temperature ratio that leads to a maximum cooling load
rate under the maximum c criterion condition.
5. Conclusion

The performance analysis and optimization of TRER were
investigated based on the finite time analysis with irreversibility of
finite-rate heat transfer, regenerative loss, and heat leakage.

The c figure of merit considers both COP and cooling load rate.
This can be seen as a compromise between maximum cooling load
rate and maximum COP. When the heat leakage between the
cooling room and environment is considered, COP increases with
aximumc criterion (Rc) compared
rate (Rmax)

COP under the maximum c criterion (εc)
compared to the maximum COP (εmax)

54.8%e87.1%
55.3%e62.3%

Fig. 11. Variation of maximum c criterion and corresponding cooling load rate and COP
with temperature ratio of heat reservoirs, where ac ¼ 0.015 V K�1,cp ¼ 1.5kJ kg�1 K�1,
qc ¼ 20mA hg�1,Rint ¼ 0.01U, and Kh ¼ Kc ¼ 70 W K�1
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increasing TL/TH at first, reaches the maximum value, then de-
creases. The curves of R�ε and c�ε become closed loop-shaped.
However, the curve of c�R is always loop-shaped regardless of
whether heat leakage is considered. Furthermore, based on the c

figure of merit, we can divide the performance region between
maximum cooling load rate and maximum COP into two more
specific performance regions that represent two different operating
demands in reality. If the parameters are chosen properly, TRER can
be controlled to operate in different optimal regions in order to
fulfill the specific demands.

Under the maximum c criterion, the impacts of the cell mate-
rial's characteristics, heat conductance of heat exchangers, and heat
reservoir temperature ratio on the corresponding cooling rate and
COP were systematically analyzed. For presented heat reservoir
temperatures, materials with large isothermal coefficient, and
specific charging/discharging capacity, low internal resistance and
specific heat lead to higher maximum c figure of merit and corre-
sponding cooling load rate and COP. Higher performance of heat
exchangers (larger Kh and Kc) results in larger maximum c function
and corresponding cooling load rate, but it does not guarantee a
higher corresponding COP. There exists an optimal value of heat
reservoir temperature ratio that leads to a maximum cooling load
rate under the maximum c criterion condition. These results can
contribute to more efficient design and operation of TRER devices.
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Nomenclature

a isothermal coefficients [V K�1]
m mass [kg]
Q heat rate [J]
S entropy [J kg�1 K�1]
T temperature [K]
W work [W]
Cp specific heat [kJ kg�1 K�1]
E electrochemical potential [V]
Eloss energy loss [J]
qc specific charge capacity [A$s$kg�1]
R resistance[U]
I currents [A]
t time [s]
K heat conductance [W K�1]
b proportional constant [s�1]
hre regenerative efficiency
F Faraday constant
DQre regenerative heat loss [J]
P power [W]
R cooling load rate [W]
ε coefficient of performance

Subscripts
1, 2, 3, 4 state point
hs hot reservoir temperature
cs cold reservoir temperature
dis discharging process
ch charging process
int internal
H hot reservoir side
L cold reservoir side
re regenerator
l leakage
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